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Thanks to • The Arroyo Seco Foundation, and Tim Brick for
hosting tonight’s Zoom call.
• Ken Kules, and many others, who provided
comments to PWP on the Arroyo Seco Upper
Canyon Project.
• PWP for working with the community to address
Pasadena’s challenging local water issues.
This presentation provides a brief overview of
PWP’s Draft Water System Resource Plan (WSRP).
Several slides are from PWP’s PPT.
My comments are offered in green.
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Strategic Water Decisions Are Moving
Forward for Consideration at
the Pasadena City Council
in December, January, and February
– The Water Plan
• I will discuss

– The Arroyo Seco Canyon Project
• Tim and Ken discuss
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PWP held two community
meetings in November 2019
to receive public feedback regarding
the plan.
PWP produced an excellent PPT
that describes the plan, available on
their website:
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/water
-and-power/wsrp/
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RecommendationsThe Pasadena City Council should • Provide leadership to work to reverse or levelize the water decline
curve in the Raymond Basin.
• Reject any proposed projects intended to increase pumping until an
updated Raymond Base safe yield study has been conducted and
evaluated.
• Let the Arroyo Seco flow to help replenish the basin.
• Support replacement of aging and leaking infrastructure.
• Direct PWP to initiate even greater public education on water
conservation.
• Direct PWP to develop an equitable budget based pricing rate
structure in advance of rolling out its new billing system.

These recommendations are repeated
in the final slide.
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The WSRP timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PWP’s 2002 Water Master Plan (expires in December).
Early 2019 – PWP WSRP process began.
Late 2019, PWP presentations to the EAC, public meetings.
WSRP substantially completed in early 2020, but delayed due to C-19.
9/30/20 – PWP presentation to the WSRP Stakeholders Group.
10/13/20 – Public draft report available for public review.
10/27/20 - PWP presentation to the EAC.
Opportunities to provide input – stay tuned to ASF for updates:
December or January? – Formal hearing on the Arroyo Seco Canyon
Project (ASCP) Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR).
December or January? – Council consideration of the ASCP FEIR.
January 26 (tentative) - PWP presents the WSRP to a reconstituted
Municipal Services Committee.
February 7 (tentative) – City Council approval/rejection/modification
of the WSRP.
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What is the WSRP?
• Review the plan on the PWP website:
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/water-and-power/wsrp/
• A $435 million 25 year blueprint for Pasadena’s water to address:
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PWP slide

$435 million over 25 years

Questions need to be asked about portions related to:

(reservoir)

I recommend general support for these categories
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PWP slide

6 portfolios (A-F) were
analyzed. PWP selected
portfolio F – entitled
“Maximize Value of
Groundwater/Non-Potable
Supplies.
The yellow arrows
indicate projects that rely
on Arroyo Seco Canyon
Project diversions.

$27 million.
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Where does PWP obtain its water?
65% is imported from MWD
35% is from the Raymond Basin

Imported water is first delivered to MWD, subject
to annual changes in allocations by State and Federal
authorities. The water is blended and treated, then delivered
to PWP for distribution. PWP pays MWD $1,078/AF.
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PWP slide

What is the seismic threat to imported water?

Salton
Sea

How long may it take to return damaged aqueducts to service?
Days, weeks, months, years? MWD has studied this.
If aqueducts are out of service, this will result in greater reliance on the
Raymond Basin. But will we not have cushion, because it was drained?
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PWP slide

December 2018 Zanjero consultant report to PWP
“The Basin’s water supply is critical to the continued success of the member
communities. It is also the critical local supply during short-term and long-term supply
emergencies.
In the case of an emergency where Metropolitan Water District supplies are not
available such as through drought, regulatory constraints, contamination, or
earthquake, the Raymond Basin would be the primary and only local water supply
available to meet the City of Pasadena demands.
However, current conditions and trends for basin volume and quality threaten
its ability to supply water during normal conditions, and during emergencies.
Without a healthy, sustainable basin, there may be no groundwater
available for supply shortage emergencies.”
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PWP slide

“Rainfall - the main replenishing source.”
Given climate change, in the last 10 -20 years, to what extent has rainfall
and mountain runoff supplied water to replenish the Raymond Basin?
It costs PWP ~$500/AF for pumping/electric to pump their allocated
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water from the Raymond Basin. (Compared to $1,078 for MWD water)

PWP slide

2019 may have been the first year that PWP made this
depletion curve visible to the wider Pasadena community.
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How should the City Council respond?

PWP slide
Pasadena’s water quality is a central issue.
Many people buy bottled water in Pasadena.
It may be they do so for more than just a matter of “personal taste.”
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Conclusion from the 12/2018 Zanjero consultant report to PWP

The Raymond Basin is not managed in a
sustainable manner as evidenced by the decrease
in basin groundwater levels over the last 118
years, and is under threat of spreading
contamination.
PWP and the Raymond Basin Management
Board must change its course and take action
to prevent permanent failure of the basin.
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PWP slide
~8% leak rate represents a costly waste and lost revenue. PWP wants to fix aging infrastructure.
In addition, nearly half of Pasadena’s water use is consumed by single family residences. 17
Most of that is used to water landscapes that are not drought sensitive.

PWP slide
Most of Pasadena’s water is dedicated to outdoor use. Factors that contribute to water use include density, lot
size, and economic status.
Pasadena’s water rates are not equitable. This can be remedied through budget based pricing.
A water rate proceeding should be done expeditiously, prior to testing the City’s new computer information
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system (CIS). That would allow budget based pricing to start as soon as the CIS is ready to operate.

LA area - $136/month
Nobody likes paying utility bills. But are Pasadena residents paying too
much for water? Despite living in a semi-arid are, we are not paying too
much compared to the rest of the nation.
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Recommendations - The Pasadena City Council should:
• Support PWP’s 25 year WSRP, except for portions of the plan
regarding the Raymond Basin. Further analysis is needed to determine
how the basin’s ground water decline curve can be reversed or
levelized.
• Reject any proposed water projects, including the Arroyo Seco
Canyon Project, that proposes to increase pumping from the Raymond
Basin until an updated safe yield study has been conducted and
evaluated.
• Let the Arroyo Seco flow - it will help replenish the basin.
• Support replacement of aging and leaking infrastructure.
• Direct PWP to initiate a stronger public education campaign to adopt
water conservation as a way of life.
• Direct PWP to develop an equitable budget based pricing rate
structure to help address the need to finance water improvements.
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What can you do?
Contact your City Councilmember:
District 1: Tyron Hampton
District 2: Felicia Williams
District 3: John Kennedy
District 4: Gene Masuda
District 5: To be determined
District 6: Steve Madison
District 7: Andy Wilson
For Councilmember contact information, see:
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/mayor/all-districts/
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Comments and questions are welcome.
Email me and I will send you the PPT.
moreywolfson@aol.com
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